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Subclinical psychotic experiences and subsequent contact with mental health services
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Gender differences in the association between childhood physical and sexual abuse, social support and psychosis
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Self esteem and self agency in first episode psychosis: Ethnic variation and relationship with clinical presentation
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Delays before diagnosis and initiation of treatment in patients presenting to mental health services with Bipolar Disorder
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Duration of untreated psychosis and pathway to care in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The effect of the environment on symptom dimensions in the first episode of psychosis: a multilevel study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Identifying aspects of neighbourhood deprivation associated with increased incidence of schizophrenia
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Caregiving in first-episode psychosis: social characteristics associated with perceived ‘burden’ and associations with compulsory treatment
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Clozapine in borderline personality disorder: A review of the evidence
Research output: Contribution to journal › Literature review

The impact of substance use at psychosis onset on First Episode Psychosis course: Results from a 1 year follow-up study in Bologna
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Modelling the interplay between childhood and adult adversity in pathways to psychosis: initial evidence from the AESOP study
Interplay Between Childhood Physical Abuse and Familial Risk in the Onset of Psychotic Disorders

Meta-analytic approaches to determine gender differences in the age-incidence characteristics of schizophrenia and related psychoses

Authors’ reply: Ethnic effects - a view from West London

Unemployment, ethnicity and psychosis

First-episode psychosis at the West Bologna Community Mental Health Centre: results of an 8-year prospective study

Ethnic density as a buffer for psychotic experiences: findings from a national survey (EMPIRIC)

Mortality in first-contact psychosis patients in the UK: a cohort study

Incidence of schizophrenia and other psychoses in England, 1950-2009: a systematic review and meta-analyses

Satisfaction with inpatient treatment for first-episode psychosis among different ethnic groups: A report from the UK AeSOP study

Long-term maternal recall of obstetric complications in schizophrenia research

Increased use of antipsychotic long-acting injections with community treatment orders
Trends in cannabis use prior to first presentation with schizophrenia, in South-East London between 1965 and 1999
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Duration of untreated psychosis and ethnicity in the AE SOP first-onset psychosis study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Risk factors for suicide in bipolar disorder in urban Camberwell compared to rural Dumfries and Galloway
Research output: Contribution to journal › Conference paper

Incidence and distribution of first-episode mania by age: results from a 35-year study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Pathways to care and ethnicity. 1: Sample characteristics and compulsory admission. Report from the AESOP study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Pathways to care and ethnicity. 2: Source of referral and help-seeking. Report from the AESOP study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Gender differences in incidence and age at onset of mania and bipolar disorder oever a 35-year period in Camberwell, England
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Ethnic differences in first clinical presentation of bipolar disorder: results from an epidemiological study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The association of inequality with the incidence of schizophrenia – An ecological study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Pathways to schizophrenia: the impact of environmental factors
Research output: Contribution to journal › Conference paper

Temporal variation in the incidence, course and outcome of schizophrenia.
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

Urbanization, migration and risk of schizophrenia.
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

Schizophrenia in ethnic minority groups - Selection bias in prevalence data is difficult to rule out - Reply
Research output: Contribution to journal › Letter

Schizophrenia in ethnic minority groups: Authors' reply
Research output: Contribution to journal › Letter

Comparison of the incidence of schizophrenia in rural Dumfries and Galloway and urban Camberwell.
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Incidence of schizophrenia in ethnic minorities in London: an ecological study into interactions with environment
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Risk factors for schizophrenia
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The above report is produced using the following setup
Ordered by: null